Mosaic transforms lives through comprehensive health services for people with mental
illness and addictions.

Art therapy programs are bolstered by your support

Freddy discusses art therapy and recovery

Thank you for supporting Mosaic Community Services during our first Create for Recovery
campaign. The monies raised by individual artists on Crowdrise, and through our eBay
auction, are already being invested into new art supplies and opportunities for Mosaic's
clients to experience art therapy.
Create for Recovery is a campaign that enlists artists, professional and amateur alike, read
more...

Make your donation today to help clients like Freddy

Terrapin Pharmacy supports our clients
Terrapin Pharmacy is not only an annual supporter of Mosaic
Community Services and our programs, its owner, Joel Feldmen, has
focused his career on ways to improve medication adherence to
help people recover.
"Most retail pharmacies are order and deliver operations," explains
Yeardley Green, Vice President of Business Development and B2B
Client Services. "Terrapin Pharmacy specializes in behavioral health
and focuses on helping a patient population gain independence through medication
adherence."
Terrapin Pharmacy's wall-mounted Medherent device, that contains a month's supply of
pre-sorted medication in easy-to-open packets, help boost medication adherence to 90%.
Read more...

Mosaic is excited to announce its merger with Alliance,
Inc. Combining the two organizations creates a stronger
mental health and addictions service provider, which will
serve nearly 30,000 children, adolescents, adults and
families across Baltimore City and Baltimore, Carroll and Harford Counties.
Click to read the official press release

Support Mosaic when you
Donate to Mosaic or create
shop!
Mosaic Community Services
your own fundraiser.
Make Mosaic your charity of
partners with PNC Bank on
choice on smile.amazon.com
gifts of stock.
DWT Code: 2616
Account Number:
21460013612424

A Special THANK YOU to Mosaic's Corporate Sponsors

Mosaic Community Services is part of the Sheppard Pratt Health System
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